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ABSTRACT

The human auditory system is insensitive to

phase information of the speech signal. By

taking advantage of this fact data such as the

transcript, some keywords, and copyright in-

formation can be embedded into the speech

signal by altering the phase in a prede�ned

manner. In this paper, an all-pass �ltering

based data embedding scheme is developed

for speech signals. Since all-pass �lters mod-

ify only the phase without e�ecting the mag-

nitude response they are employed to di�use

data into the speech signal by �ltering di�er-

ent portions of the speech signal with di�erent

all-pass �lters. The embedded data can be re-

trieved by tracking the zeros of the all-pass

�lters.

1. Introduction

The task of embedding data into image, speech,

and audio signals is called data hiding [1]-

[6]. In a typical application the embedded

data should be di�used into the original signal

rather than into a header so that it can not be

altered intentionally or unintentionally. For

example, the transcript of the speech or other

binary data such as copyright information can

be embedded into the speech signal and stored

together with the original speech waveform.

Degradation of the host signal should be also

minimal, in other words the embedded data

should be inaudible. It should be noted that

data hiding is neither encryption in which the

aim is to restrict access nor speech coding.

It is well known that human auditory sys-

tem is insensitive to phase information of the

speech signal. By altering the phase in a pre-

de�ned manner binary data can be embedded

into the speech signal. Phase coding is re-

cently used to embed data into speech by Ben-

der et.al [1] in which the phase of the Short-

time Fourier Transform of the speech frames

are modi�ed in a prescribed manner.

In this paper, data embedding is carried

out using all-pass IIR �lters. Consider the fol-

lowing two �rst order all-pass sections,

Hi(z) =
zai + 1

z + ai
; i = 0; 1 (1)

The �lters Ho and H1 both have unity gain

[7,8] but they modify the phase of the input

signal in a di�erent manner. In our algorithm

the speech signal is �rst divided into frames.

Each frame is �ltered by one of the above

IIR all-pass �lter sections depending on the

bit to be embedded in that frame. If the bi-
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nary number 000 ('1') is to be embedded to the

current speech frame then it is �ltered by the

all-pass �lter Ho (H1):

Ternary and higher order data can be also

embedded to the speech signal by using three

or more all-pass �lters.

2. Detection of the Embed-

ded Data

The embedded data can be extracted by track-

ing the zero locations of the speech frames.

Let y[n] be the received signal. This signal

is divided into frames and processed frame by

frame. If the current speech frame has a zero

at zo = �1=a0 (z1 = �1=a1) then this frame

corresponds to the binary number '0' ('1'). In

other words, whether the current speech frame

was �ltered by the all-pass �lter Ho or H1 is

determined by an inner product computation.

Let the current speech frame be

yk[n] = y[n]w[n� kNo] (2)

where the window

w[n� kNo] =

8>><
>>:

1; for n = kNo; kNo + 1;

:::; kNo +No � 1

0; otherwise

(3)

The speech frame yk[n] has a zero at z = zo,

if the inner product

Yk(zo) =
N�1X
i=0

yk[kNo + i]z�io ; N < No (4)

is very close to zero. Ideally the above sum

must be an in�nite sum and it should be equal

to zero. In practice, the frame sizeNo is greater

than 600 in order to avoid any audible distor-

tion and N << No.

The embedded data detection problem can

be posed as a hypothesis testing problem as

Ho : z = zo

H1 : z = z1

for which the test statistic jYk(z)j is evaluated

for z = zO and z = z1. The decision is made

in favor of the hypothesis yielding a smaller

value for the test statistic, jYk(z)j. If more

than two all-pass �lters are used for data em-

bedding then one has to consider a multiple

hypothesis testing problem.

If the data is corrupted by noise during

transmission or the receiver is not synchro-

nized with the transmitter then the test statis-

tic, jYk(z)j, can be signi�cantly higher than

zero for z = zo and z1, i.e., both

jYk(zj)j > Tj; j = 0; 1 (5)

where Tj; j = 0; 1, are experimentally deter-

mined thresholds close to zero. In this case,

one may prefer not to assign any value to the

transmitted bit.

In practice, the receiver may have to detect

the time instance at which the all-pass �lter-

ing starts. The receiver computes the inner

products over sliding windows until No is de-

tected. At this point, either jY (zo)j or jY (z1)j

is less than the thresholds, To or T1, respec-

tively. Once this location is detected the inner

products are computed in a periodic manner

at time instants, 2No; 3No, ...

If the number of all-pass �lters are more

than two, say K, then K inner products have

to be computed to detect the embedded data.

In this case, the computational cost of detec-

tion is basically equivalent to K inner product

computations.

The all-pass IIR �lters are also character-

ized by their pole locations along with their

zero locations. Therefore, the detection can be

based on only zeros, only poles, and both poles

and zeros. In the case of poles the test statistic



is jYk(1=zj)j which becomes a very large num-

ber at pole locations. The use of both poles

and zeros for detection is expected to improve

the robustness of the detection scheme against

noise.

3. Experimental Studies

and Conclusion

In order to test the e�ectiveness of the all-

pass �ltering based data embedding algorithm

various simulation studies are carried out.

The speech signal is divided into 0.1 sec-

ond long frames which contain 800 samples

and each frame is �ltered by an IIR all-pass

�lter corresponding to the binary data. To

achieve the 30 bits/sec embedding rate eight

IIR all-pass �lters are used. Thus each �l-

ter represents 3 bits. Filters have poles at

�0:2; �0:4; �0:6; and �0:8. Consequently,

they have zeros at �1=0:2; �1=0:4; �1=0:6;

and �1=0:8, respectively. At the receiver all

of the above zero locations are tested for a

given speech frame and the all-pass �lter used

at the transmitter is determined. In order to

determine the correct all-pass �lter eight in-

ner products have to be computed. In Figure

1, a speech signal corresponding to the sen-

tence "Do you have any advice for college ?"

is shown and the same signal after embedding

30 bits is shown in Figure 2.

Higher data embedding bit rates can be

achieved using higher order all-pass �lters. As-

sume that the speech signal is �ltered by sec-

ond order systems in the form of:

H(z) =
zb + 1

z + b
�

zc + 1

z + c
(6)

This system has two poles at z = �b and

z = �c, or equivalently two zeros at z = �1=b

and z = �1=c. If b and c take the values

�0:2; �0:4; �0:6; and �0:8 then there are

C(8 : 2) = 28 possible combinations which
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Figure 1: The original speech waveform, `Do

you have any advice for college ?'
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Figure 2: The speech waveform after data em-

bedding.



corresponds to 4.8074 bits per frame. If one

uses both �rst order and second order all-pass

�lters then the number of possible combina-

tions increases to C(8 : 1) + C(8 : 2) = 36

or 5.17 bits per frame. This improvement

is achieved without increasing the computa-

tional complexity of the decoding process.

By using third order all-pass �lters we are

able to embed more than 100 bits/sec data

into the speech signal without introducing any

distortion. Our data embedding rates are higher

than those reported in [1]. For both methods,

the limiting e�ect of noise on embedding rates

has not been fully investigated.

The use of shorter frames also increases

the embedding rate. However, distortion due

to �lter changes become noticeable below 0.08

second frames which corresponds to No = 640

sample frames with the 8 Khz sampling fre-

quency. A smooth transition from �lter to �l-

ter may increase the embedding rate and is

currently under investigation.

Our data embedding algorithm is not af-

fected by PCM coding. The performance of

the algorithm under CELP-type coders is also

under investigation.
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